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THE ORIGIN OF REASON.
BY T. BAILEY SAUNDERS, P.1. A. (OXON.)
one word /og-os to express both the power by which we
combine and separate the presentations of sense, and
the sign which we use for the result of that process
;
that is, when it makes words the outward signs of the
binding force of the mind.
Mr. Romanes sometimes writes as if a recept and
a concept answered to two different degrees of ab-
straction. There is no such thing as a degree of ab-
straction, for there is no such thing as a degree of
naming
; there are only the degrees of connotation and
denotation of the name which stands for the abstract
and where it is so dependent (as in concepts) ; or, as idea, degrees which, as the text books tell us, vary
he puts it, between the act of compounding the idea, inversely. And when Mr. Romanes goes so far as to
and the further and distinct act of giving it a name. give the name of generic idea to his recept, reserving
Mr. Romanes is surprised that this large and im- for the concept the ordinary word general, it may well
portant territory of ideation lying between the other be doubted whether in this ' verbal as well as sub-
two, (the memory of a particular percept and the for- stantial analogy ' he is not introducing the elements
mation of a concept,) is, so to speak, 'unnamed of psychological confusion. For he describes a recept
ground': so he coins the word recept to express this as ' generated as it were spontaneously or automatic-
intermediate mental process, which he says differs ally by the principles of mere perceptual association.'
ROMANES'S DISTINCTION BETWEEN RECEPT AND CONCEPT.
Amung the distinctions which Mr. Romanes traces
between recepts and concepts, the one which is the
most important and also the most fatal to his argu-
ment, arises when he attempts to distinguish between
the faculty of abstraction where it is not dependent on
language (as he asserts to be the case with recepts).
from a concept only by not being joined with a name.
This receptual image, which is afterwards signifi-
cantly styled pre-conceptual, is then made to perform
its duty whenever any gap has to be bridged over be-
tween man and brute.
The truth is that this intermediate process, this
'unnamed ground' has, in reality, no independent
Generated out of what? Out of percepts. But the
only way in which we can rise above percepts, or gen-
erate anything out of them, is to give names ; and to
give names, in this sense, is, as we have seen, to form
concepts. So that, when he talks of a 'receptual
name,' he is only trying to evade the difficulty by
putting it further back; for a receptual name (in the
existence. For the recept is either an image attached sense in which he uses the word) is nothing but a con-
to particular sensuous experiences, that is to say, is
itself one of those particular sensuous experiences and
never rises above them, being at most a memory ; or
else it is an abstraction from sensuous experience, an
abstraction which can be manifested only by and in
the giving of a name. As Mr. Romanes himself quotes
from M. Taine, 'the formation of our abstract ideas
is nothing but a formation of names.' If, then, the
recept has a name, it is a concept ; if it has no name,
it is no more than a percept, a sensation. Tertiiim
non datttr.
If anyone wishes to test the truth of this, let him
cept ; a concept it may be, of very inadequate con-
notation, that takes note onlj^ of salient external re-
semblances, but still a concept.
There is, however, a sense in which the use of the
word ' recept ' may be justified, but it is a sense foreign
to the purpose for which Mr. Romanes in general em-
ploys it, though in one passage (pp. 65-66) he appears
to come within measurable distance of this sen.se of
the word. He has ventured, as we have seen, to de-
scribe the mind as being in a passive state in the case
of a recept, and if he had made this passive state an
antecedent instead of a consequent of the perceptual
try to think of any quality at all, or of any idea, apart stage, he would have been nearer the true psychology
from the object which presents it, without at the same
time naming it. It will be seen that such a quality,
such an idea, can have no independent existence for
our thought, except in so far as we name it. The
Greek language embodies this truth when it uses the
of the matter. For it is only in regard to sensations
that the mind can, with any approximation to truth,
be described as in a passive state ; and even then it
cannot be entirely passive. The true order of mental
process is recept, percept, concept, as may be seen
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clearl}' by taking as an illustration the condition of the
mind in which it most nearly approaches a passive
state. When the eyes of a new-born baby first open
upon the world, it is extremely probable that the ear-
liest impression it receives, its first recept, is a con-
fused blur, which differentiates gradually into light
and shade. Light and shade are thus its two first per-
cepts, though to subsequent experience they in their
turn become recepts, which again differentiate into
further percepts, into distinction of the various ob-
jects about it. And when an object is presented which
the child has never seen before, but externally resem-
bling some former experience, it receives a similar
sensation, and extends to it the name given to its for-
mer experience. In other words, it takes note of ex-
ternal resemblances only, just as an adult does in the
presence of an unfamiliar object. How often one hears
it said : " I don't know what that can be ; it looks like
such and such a thing. " The sovereign and the bright
farthing have for the mind that takes note of external
resemblances only, the same value ; if that value is
named, it is something that glitters, a very low order
of concept, but still a coficept. As Dr. Ward* puts
it, "thinking starts with such mere potential gener-
ality as is secured by the association of a generic
image with a name ; so far the material of thought is
always general."
One's whole life is thus a long process of differen-
tiation, of separating, of analyzing recepts into per-
cepts. By sifting the impressions of sense and re-
combining their results ideally, that is, by means of
language, we pass to concepts ; so that the progress
of knowledge, from a psychological standpoint, is but
one more illustration of that well-worn phrase, thesis,
analysis, synthesis. Only to those animals who are pos-
sessed of language is a synthesis possible.
Of course, it is clear that if we are to understand
by this word language the sign- making faculty in gen-
eral, we shall have to allow that other animals but
man are possessed of language. But if by language
we mean logos, speech, the power of making signs as
the marks of abstract ideas—and this is the true use
of language—we mean a faculty to which no animal
but man has ever yet attained.
Now it is an attribute of a conceptual name that it
can constantly increase its connotation, and Mr. Ro-
manes considers that what he calls ' receptual names '
can also undergo a similar extension of meaning. As
has been pointed out, a 'receptual name' is nothing
and can be nothing but a concept ; but let us never-
theless consider Mr. Romanes's example, 'A talking
bird,' he says, 'will extend its denotative name,' (i. e.
,
a name of the receptual kind,) 'from one dog in par-
ticular to any other dog which it may happen to see ';
* Encyclopcedia Britannica, Ninth Edition, s. v. Psychology.
and he argues that if a parrot's intelligence were
greater than it is, it would extend the same receptual
name to images and pictures of dogs. It is well
known that a parrot can be taught to say ' bow-bow '
when it sees a particular dog, or can perhaps imitate
the dog's bark without any teaching ; and if a parrot
says 'bow bow' to a different dog, that is sufficiently
explained by the memory of the former dog being re-
vived, and with it the sound with which it was asso-
ciated. No one can pretend that in this extension of
name the parrot approaches a conceptual use of it, or
rises at all beyond the limits of revived sensuous ex-
perience.
It should never be forgotten, and there is no harm
in repeating the fact too often in any discussion of
this nature, that in talking of the mind of animals we
are led purely by analogy ; that our illustrations are
taken chiefly from domesticated pets, probably of a
kind which has long lived in the company of man, and
that in looking into their faces we are very apt to read
our own thoughts.
When Mr. Romanes passes to the case of a very
young child, and when he finds that it presents men-
tal phenomena similar to those which he observes in
dogs and parrots at an age at which it can exhibit no
power of conceptual thought, he proceeds to argue
that because the child afterwards attains this power,
therefore this power differs only in degree from fac-
ulties possessed by the lower animals—a method of
argument of which it need only be said, in the words
already quoted from Mr. Wallace, that it takes for
granted that ' the later stages of an apparently con-
tinuous development are necessarily due to the same
causes only as the earlier stages.'
In dealing with the evidence which the science of
language constitutes in support of the evolutionist po-
sition, Mr. Romanes again uses an argument from
analogy, and strongly and rightly insists upon the
probability that as the growth of language is every-
where subject to a gradual development, so also it
must owe its origin to some process of evolution ; or,
in Geiger's words, 'language diminishes the further
we go back in such a way that we cannot forbear con-
cluding it must once have had no existence at all.'
And Mr. Romanes is careful to illustrate this law of
development, as far as concerns the growth of lan-
guage, by a useful summary of the various views held
on the subject by several well-known philologists.
But he goes on to assert that, as the result of his ar-
guments, 'we have a proved continuity of develop-
ment between all stages of the sign-making faculty';
and that therefore there is no distinction of kind be-
tween the sign made by an animal and the fully de-
veloped language of man. Here again -vdiat distinc-
tion there may appear to be is bridged over by the un-
I
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tenable hypothesis of a ' receptual sign ' as something
distinct from a conceptual name.
For, in asserting that the kind of classification with
which recepts are concerned is that which lies nearest
to 'the automatic groupings of sensuous perception,'
and that those roots of language which have been dis-
covered by the researches of philologists, present the
names for actions and processes immediately apparent
to the senses, Mr. Romanes is only expressing in a
roundabout way a fact which nobody doubts, the fact,
namely, that the first concepts, or, as he likes to call
them, the first named recepts, are of a very low order of
connotation. If the science of language has proved any-
thing, it has proved ad nauseam the growi/i of concepts,
the gradual extension of their meaning, and that ac-
cordingly there must have been a time at which con-
cepts conceived or connoted only those features which
could be easily seen and recognized.
Mr. Romanes admits that in discussing the origin
of language, in the true sense of the term, it is impor-
tant to observe that the protoplasm, so to speak, is not
the 7von/hut the sentence; that is to say, that language
begins in predication, in a sign conveying a concep-
tual meaning. This sentence-word, once formed, can
be and is afterwards modified by tone, gesture, de-
monstrative and pronominal affixes, which again dif-
ferentiate into what we call 'parts of speech.' Now,
it is a remarkable fact that this sentence-word, which
is the simplest element of thought, the last residuum
m the philological crucible, turns out to be a concept.
Mr. Romanes attempts to explain away the signifi-
cance of this fact by asserting that these radical con-
cepts are ultimate only in the sense of being primeval
:
for, as he says, only those words which had some de-
gree of connotative extension would have had any
chance of surviving at all. To this it may be answered
that no onomatopoetic theory is sufficient to explain
the origin of other than perceptual signs. It is as
futile to assert that these can develop of themselves
into concepts as it is to plant nails and expect them
to grow.
The question, then, of the origin of the human
faculty is thus brought back to the origin of concepts.
It is indeed no explanation of their origin to assert, in
opposition to the evolutionist theory, that they arise
in that binding power of the mind, the outward mani-
festation of which is language; or that concepts are
the fruit of the logos, and that the logos is a concep-
tual faculty; for this is either mere tautology or an
argument in a circle.
There is, however, a theory as to the nature and
origin of concepts which has claimed some general
attention in the last two or three years, chiefly perhaps
from the fact that Professor Max Miiller has made
himself the champion of it. It is the theory put for-
ward by Professor Ludwig Noire—whose recent death
is a great loss to all genuine philosophical study—and
systematically propounded in his Logos: Origin and
Nature of Concepts, published in 1885. In Professor
Max Miiller's Science of Thought, Noire's theory is elo-
quently defended as the only explanation of the origin
of language at all adequate to explain the facts ; and
since this distinguished writer stands out for the iden-
tity, or, at any rate, the inseparableness of language
and thought, it certainly looks as if he would re-
gard this theory as throwing as much light as can
be thrown upon the true origin of thought, and
as so far solving the question of the origin of the
human faculty. And in his most recent work, the
Gifford Lectures on Natural Religion,* he brings the
same subject up again in the evident assurance that
this theory alone comes near the truth of the matter.
Still, an expectant reader, a reader, let us say, who is
on the lookout for any traces of the true evolution of
mind, cannot help detecting here and there, if not a
little uncertaint}', at least some reluctance to pro-
nounce clearly that here we have the missing link in
the development of distinctively human intelligence.
It is true that Professor Max Miiller speaks of this
theory of Noire's as accounting for 'the first germ of
conceptual thought,' as explaining 'the natural gene-
sis of concepts ' ; but he adds that the theory is ' the
only one which approaches or touches the hem of the
problem that has to be solved, namely, how concepts
arose, and how concepts were expressed ' (p. 374).
And in another passage he makes use of a language
which can hardly be called positive. 'No doubt,'
says he, 'it is a suggestion and no more, for who
would dare to speak with positive certainty on mat-
ters so distant from us in time, and still more distant
from us in thought ? All we can say is that such a
suggestion would fulfil three essential conditions ; it
would explain the simultaneous origin of concepts and
roots ; it would account for their intelligibility among
fellow-workers ; and it would explain what has to be
explained, viz., conceptual, not perceptual, language;
language such as it is, not language such as it might
have been. If any one has anything better to suggest
let him do so ; if not, his utere mecum,' (p. 211). Let
us next proceed to examine this theory.
(TO BE CONTINUtiD.)
WORDSWORTH'S INTERPRETATIONS OF NATURE.
BY ALVAN F. SANBORN.
In\isible kingdoms encompass us. It may be a
very homely or a very trifling thing that first renders
the hitherto unused spiritual eye sensitive to the won-
ders of these realms of infinite beauty. It may be the
*Natut\il Religion. The Gifford Lectures delivered before the University
of Glasgow, in i88S. Longmans, 1889.
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boy's first love for a plaj'mate, pregnant as was Dante's
love for Beatrice with gloriouspossibilities ; it may
be the passionate possession of a squeaking fiddle or
a wheezy flute ; it may be only the careless moulding
of a piece of soft putty, or the roguish caricaturing of
a school teacher, when his back is turned. - Or it may
be something far grander—the music of a Chopin or
a Wagner, the painting of a Turner, the sculpture of
a Thorwaldsen, the architecture of a Richardson. It
may be poetry. True poetry always rends the veil be-
tween the seen and the unseen, if we but yield our-
selves to be tossed on its rhythmic surgings, to be
agonized by its wailings ; to be thrilled by its palpita-
tions, to be exalted by its sublimity. The lyrism of
Shelley, the sublimity of Milton, the joy of the Psalms,
the passion of Byron, the onset of Scott, the philoso-
phy of Browning, the insight of Emerson, lead each
and every one to realms of varying size and splendor
but of characteristic beauty. Wordsworth too, has
his realm ; it is the realm of glorified nature.
Wordsworth was a child of Nature, and he never
outgrew his childhood. Through his whole life he
clung to her, learning continually at her knee. So it
is not strange that in his descriptions of her he is re-
alistic beyond any other poet. Ruskin cannot praise
him enough for revealing such of her aspects as one
is ashamed not to have noticed before when once his
attention has been called to them. He is especiall}-
delighted with Wordsworth's skies and clouds because
they are so rarely correctly treated, but his water and
mountains are no less true. The poet is especially
gifted in projecting a whole scene by a single turn of
expression, as in "Tintern Abbey":
" Once again I see
These hedgerows, hardly hedgerows, little lines
Of sportive wood run wild."
In the Great Ode :
The m
Look I
1 doth with delight
nd her when the he
In " Nutting":
" Perhaps it was a bower beneath whose leaves
The violets of five seasons reappear
And fade unseen by any human eye."
That Wordsworth loved the Nature he so faith-
fully described is beyond all question, and the love he
bore was a growing love, ever varying, ever widening,
ever deepening, as he came into closer and closer re-
lations with its object. In boyhood it was largely
physical; in mature manhood it was essentially spirit-
ual. How the physical became the spiritual is de\'el-
oped at considerable length in "The Prelude," but
these lines from that microcosmic "Prelude" "Tin-
tern Abbe)-" hint at the process :
" And I dare to hope
Though changed, no doubt, from what I was when tirst
I came among these hills ; when like a roe
I bounded o'er the mountains, by the sides
of the deep rivers, and the lonely streams
Wherever nature led : more like a man
Flying from something that he dreads than one
Who sought the thing he loved. For Nature then
(The coarser passions of my boyish days
And their glad animal movements all gone by)
To me was all in all, I cannot paint
What then I was. The sounding cataract
Haunted me like a passion ; the tall rock.
The mountain, and the deep and gloomy wood.
Their colors and their forms, were then to me
An appetite ; a feeling and a love
That had no need of a remoter charm
By thought supplied, or any interest
Unborrowed from the eye. That time is past
And all its aching joys are now no more.
And all its dizzy raptures. Not for this
Faint I, nor mourn, nor murmur ; other gifts
Have followed, for such loss, 1 would believe,
Abundant recompence."
What those other gifts were we shall see later. But
this "appetite" he here describes is akin to the pas-
sion of the sailor for the sea—a passion that puts him
almost beside himself if he is long detained on land.
It is embodied in "The Revery of Poor Susan" and
in this from "The Farmer of Tilsbury Vale":
" In the throng of the town like a stranger is he.
Like one whose own country's far over the sea
;
And nature while through the great city he hies.
Full ten times a day takes his heart by surprise."
We called Wordsworth realistic. So he is. But
his realism is a realism of suggestion rather than de-
tail, and like all true realism has its beginning and end
in idealism. And.it is upon this idealism in his inter-
pretations of nature rather than his descriptions of na-
ture (so far as description and interpretation can be
distinguished) that Wordsworth's title to seership de-
pends. All his other claims upon our love and admi-
ration are overshadowed by this. It is for this rea-
son that the sympathetic spirit bows itself before him
not in empty adulation but because the light upon his
countenance shows that he has been with God. Moses
communed with God on the "Mount of the Law" and
brought his words to the people. All nature is to
Wordsworth a Mount Sinai, and the presence he is con-
scious of he reveals in words like these :
" To every form of being is assigned
An active principle ; how e'er removed
From sense and observation it subsists
In all things. In all nature ; in the stars
Of azure heaven, tlie unending clouds.
In flower and tree, in every pebbly stone
That paves the brooks, the stationary rocks.
The moving waters and the invisible air.
Whate'er exists hath properties that spread
Beyond itself communicating good,
A simple blessing or with evil mix'd.
Spirit that knows no insulated spot,
No chasm, no solitude ; from link to link
It circulates the soul of all the worlds."
The active principle is God and is something more
than force, it is a living presence.
' And I have felt
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
of elevated thoughts ; a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused.
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean, and the living air.
And the blue skv, and in the mind of man :
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A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
Anti rolls through all things."
To his mind every movement in all nature is the
movement of God, for he is in all and through all.
God speaks to him in the whirlwind, God speaks to
him in the mountains, in the cateracts, in the heavens,
but God speaks to him equall}' in the cuckoo, the daisy,
and the celandine, in the still small voice.
" To me the meanest flower that blows can give
Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears,"
is the expression of his own feeling ; while on the other
hand the characterization of Peter Bell,
" A primrose on the river's brim,
A yellow primrose was to him.
And it was nothing more."
" The soft blue sky did never melt into his heart
He never felt the witchery of the soft blue sky,"
describes those for whom Wordsworth has not yet
drawn aside the veil that shuts off nature's holy of
holies. It is not a matter of theolog)' or philosophy
with him, he has no written creed, but he feels God,
he sees God, he hears God. Nature is only the gar-
ment of God, and beneath its thin film he sees pulsat-
ing the life which has been through the eternities.
" O Nature !—Or what is Nature ? " says Carlyle :
" Ha ! .why do I not name thee God? Art not thou
the Living Garment of God? "
How does he see God manifested in Nature ? in
its life, in its harmony, in its sublimity, in its joy.
There is no death, God is life, God is in everything ;
life is in everything. It is mysterious this life, but its
mystery is its revealing. The waters, they are not
dead ; they have messages for our eyes, for our ears
for our feelings. The mountains, they are not dead
;
we can say with the Psalmist, "I will lift up mine
eyes to the hills from whence cometh my strength."
The heavens are not dead— they are full of universes
circling about in dizzy rapture. The birds, the flowers,
the very rocks are throbbing with this life.
God in nature who finds his expression in omni-
present life, finds his expression also in the harmony
of that life in all its varied processes. This harmony
is in very truth the music of the spheres. There is
love and fellowship and sweet communion between
the forms of nature ; all interdependent, and all de-
pendent upon the law of love—the happiness of one,
the happiness of all. It is the unity of the organism
exquisite in its perfect oneness. Take this example
from the "Address to Kilchurn Castle,"
" oh ! there is life that breathes not ; Powers there are
That touch each other to the quick in modes,
which the gross world no sense hath to perceive,
No soul to dream of."
Also this from "Stray Pleasures,"
" The s lowers of the spring rouse the birds and they sing.
If the wind do but stir for his proper delight.
Each leaf, that and this, his neighbor will kiss
;
Each wave, one and t'other speeds after his brother,
They are happy for that is their right."
This is not mere fancy. It is not figurative, it is actual.
Nature's forms are alive, they do feel, they do com-
mune with one another. But this is a revolutionary
thought, and the people shrug their shoulders and turn
their faces backward to the good old time, with its
argument from design and its materialized spirits.
With truth-^ike majesty and contempt for such frippery
they draw themselves within the shell of dogmatism,
proud of their own self-sufficiency. If they would, like
Nathanael at the bidding of the Master, only come
and see, they would find themselves in an invisible
kingdom of matchless beauty and perfect peace, and
the light thereof God the Universal.
As there is harmony between the different forms
of nature and communion too, so there is harmony
and communion between these parts and the whole
—
the one universal spirit that pervades them all. And
this communion takes the form of praise as an expres-
sion of its joy. Nature is one grand Doxologj' to the
pervasive spirit in which it lives and moves, and has
its being. Listen to the song of nature's joy :
" The cataracts blow their trumpets from the steep
;
I hear the echoes from the mountains throng.
The winds come to me from the fields of sleep.
And all the earth is gay
;
Land and sea
Give themselves up to jollity.
And with the heart of May
,
Doth every beast keep holiday."
And from the "Leech-gatherer :"
" All things that love the sun are out of doors ;
The sky rejoices in the morning's birth ;
The grass is bright with rain drops ; on the moors
The hare is running races in her mirth.
And with her feet she from the plashy earth
Raises a mist ; that glittering in the sun,
Runs with her all the way, wherever she doth run."
God is present in Nature's life and joy, but He is also
present in tranquility, tenderness, and calmness. God
is life, God is love, God is peace ; and the peace of
God which in the fulness of its sublimity passeth all
understanding becomes partially manifest in nature.
Wordsworth surely felt "the breathing balm, the
silence and the calm of mute insensate things," if ever
man did. And we too cannot but feel it, though im-
perfect]}' no doubt, in reading such lines as these :
" Look round ; of all the clouds not one is moving,
' Tis the still hour of thinking, feeling, loving.
Silent and steadfast as the vaulted sky.
The boundless plain of waters seems to lie ;—
Comes that low sound from breezes rustling o'er
The grass crowned headland that conceals the shore .'
No 'tis the earth-voice of the mighty sea,
whispering how meek and gentle he can be."
Or these :
' It is a beauteous evening, calm and free
;
The holy time is quiet as a nun,
Breathless with adoration ; the broad sun
Is sinking down in its tranquillity;
The gentleness of Heaven is on the sea :
Listen the mighty being is awake
And doth with his eternal motion make
A sound like thunder everlastingly."
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Thus does nature declare the glory of God
;
yet
not to every one, only to him who shows himself
worthy of her confidence, only to him who approaches
her in a spirit of reverence, such reverence as he ought
to have in the presence of the Almighty. If he comes
in this spirit, though he but touch the hem of nature's
garment, he will feel, within, the power of the Spirit.
" By grace divine not otherwise,
O nature we are thine."
This influence is expressed in the "Lines to my Sister.
"
" Love, now an universal birth
From heart to heart is stealing.
From earth to man, from man to earth,
' It is the hour of feeling.
One moment now may give us more
Than years of toiling reason :
Our minds shall drink at every pore.
The spirit of the season."
And to the believer, when once Nature has taken
him into her confidence, there is no more any phe-
nomenal nature, inasmuch as it has become a feeling,
sinking into the very depths of the soul
;
just as a
beautiful face, or a photograph of a beautiful face, ceases
to be face or picture under some circumstances, and
becomes sentiment. By what mystery of working this
transformation is effected—who shall say? Yet diffi-
cult of explanation as it is, we are forced to recognize
it in some form or other every day we live. Hear how
Wordsworth himself expresses it in the second book
of the Prelude :
' Oh, then the
Andde
Liste
till water lay upon my mind
Even with a weight of pleasure, and the sky
Never before so beautiful, sank down
Into my heart, and held me like a dream."
And so in the lines beginning, "There was a boy—
" Then sometimes in that silence, while he hung
,
a gentle shock of mild surprise
ed far into his heart the voice
1 torrents ; or the visible scene
Would enter unawares into his mind
with all its solemn imagery, its rocks.
Its woods, and that uncertain heaven received
Into the bosom of the steady lake."
And in the first book of the "Excursion" :
'* Sound needed none
; spirit drank the spectacle
;
I all melted into him, they swallowed up
m did he live
:
they were his life,
n such high hour
/ing God
Nor any voice of joy ; hi!
Sensation, soul and torn
His animal being, in the
And by them did he live
In such access of mind, i
Of visitation from the li'
Thought was not, in enjoyment it expired."
As nature sinks into the heart and fills it to over-
flowing with praise and thanksgiving to God, all baser
thoughts and feelings are banished. They cannot
endure the light of His presence. So let the soul keep
full of God, and it will have peace.
" Whate'er in docile childhood
We had inrtiibed of fear and darker th lught
Was taken all away."
In the " Brothers " the Priest says : "The thought
of death sits easy on the man who has been born and
bred among the mountains."
These pictures become sentiment but they become
more than that, they become soul. They are not like
the color lingering in the sky after a gorgeous sunset,
that grows fainter and fainter till it leaves the clouds
looking. duller than before it entered them. They may
be written in invisible ink but the occasion never fails
to render them distinct and they can perish only with
the soul itself. In the words of St. Paul, Wordsworth
may say : "Fori am persuaded that neither death,
nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers,
nor things present, nor things to come, nor height,
nor depth, nor any other creature shall be able to
separate us from the love of God"; and for Words-
worth it would be no blasphemy to add, "which is in
Nature our Lord."
I suppose there is no soul that does not remember
some moments when God seemed nearer than he was
wont to seem. Perhaps it was when after some child-
ish fault his mother prayed with the offender that God
would forgive her boy
;
perhaps it was one of those
supreme moments when the youth found himself be-
loved ; or it may have been the equally precious,
though chastening one, when he found his love was
not requited, but when he choked down all bitterness
in his heart and said: "Thy will be done;" as Alexander
H. Stephens made the motto of his life "revenge re-
versed''' and in that act became a man. As these mo-
ments abide in our lives "the sweet presence of a
good diffused and in diffusion ever more intense," so
in Wordsworth's view do scenes of nature.
"These beauteous forms
Through a long absence, have not been to me
As is a landscape to a blind man's eye ;
But oft', in lonely rooms, and 'mid the din
of towns and cities. I have owed to them,
In hours of weariness, sensations sweet.
Felt in the blood, and felt along the heart
;
And passing even into my purer mind.
With tranquil restoration :—feelings too
of unremembered pleasure ; such perhaps
As have no slight or trivial influence
On that best portion of a good man's life.
His little nameless unremembered acts
Of kindness or of love. Nor less I trust
To them I may have owed another gift
Of aspect more sublime ; that blessed mood
In which the burthen of the mystery.
In which the heavy and the weary weight
Of all this unintelligible world
Is lightened :—th:^t serene and blessed mood
In which the affections gently lead us on
Until, the breath of this corporeal frame
And even the motion of our human blood
Almost suspended, we are laid asleep
In body, and become a living soul :
While with an eye made quiet by the power
Of harmony, and the deep power of joy
We see into the life of things.
If this
elief. yet O I how oft,
,d amid the many shapes
ght ; when the fretful stir
nd the fever of the world
' hung upon the beatings of my heart,
oft in spirit have I turned to thee
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O sylvan Wye 1 Thou wanderer through the wood
How often has my spirit turned to thee."
And this which shows not only their permanence
but their intensity
:
" For shfe can so inform
The mind that is within us, so impress
With quietness and beauty, and so feed
With lofty thoughts, that neither evil tongue",
Rash judgements, nor the sneers of selfish men
Nor greetings where no kindness is nor all
The dreary intercourse of daily life.
Shall e'er prevail against us or disturb
Our cheerful faith that all which we behold
Is full of blessings."
Thus has Wordsworth interpreted Nature to us
;
interpreted it with all a prophet's fiery words and with
a lover's heart.
Ruskin says that: "supposing all circumstances
otherwise the same with respect to two individuals the
one who loves Nature most will always be found to
have more faith in God than the other." Communion
with Nature is communion with God. Here then is a
sufficient basis for religion.
" Sometimes his religion seemed to me
Self-taught as of a dreamer in the woods
;
Who to the model of his own pure heart
Shaped his belief as grace divine inspired,
And human reason dictated with awe."
Theologians who appeal to the Bible as the only
rule of faith and practice, if there are still any such,
can consistently see in such religion only a delusion
and a snare. And yet Hudson saj'S that Wordsworth
is the "most spiritual and the most spiritualizing of
all the English poets, not Shakespeare no nor even
Milton excepted," and tells of an old college professor
who used to read Wordsworth on his knees. God
bless the good man ! Why shouldn't he ? It argues
his fine appreciation. He must have had some ex-
perience of the poet's practical religious helpfulness.
This world is full of thirsty souls. They know not
where to find the living water. Without guidance they
are likety to pursue deceitful mirages or seek refresh-
ment in bitter water that only intensifies the thirst.
Many of these thirsty souls will be guided to the vis-
ible church and will find there—as many more have
found in the past—draughts that truly satisfy. But
there will be a few—shall I say the choicer spirits ?
—
whom the church as it is cannot satisfy. For the
stream of the water of life from which the church bids
them drink, befouled as it is with filthy "Aherghiube"
—the sewage of the centuries—offends their delicate
taste. They turn away in disgust. And no wonder.
They were seeking the rill that flows direct from the
Fount of love and truth and find instead a stream of
intolerance and superstition. In the nature of things
*" Wordsworth can never satisfy the masses, but these
more fastidious natures he may satisfy. Perhaps they
are so constituted as to be more susceptible to English
than to Jewish prophets. In which case it becomes
the duty of the man who sees in Wordsworth a revela-
tion of God to turn men to him as it is the duty of one
who sees in the Bible a similar revelation to turn men
thither. Not that Wordsworth has revealed all truth.
There may be other manifestations of God equally
beautiful with those in nature ; there may be other
forms of communion just as precious as communion
through nature. And these other manifestations and
forms of communion have already found or will find
their revealers. Far be it from me to judge who among
these different interpreters has done the noblest work.
"For now there are diversities of gifts but the same
spirit." Whether Wordsworth is the greatest or the
least of the brotherhood of seers I know not, and I
care not. It is enough
' That he was a priest to us all
Of the wonder and bloom of the world, '
which we saw with his eyes and were glad."
THE FICTIONS OF FICTION.
BY HELEN H. GARDENER.
One of the most insidious fictions of fiction which
it seems to me is harmful, is the theory that the good
are so because they resist temptation, while the bad
are vicious because they yield easily—make a poor
fight.
Leaving out heredity and its tremendous power, it
is likely that you would have yielded under as strong
pressure as it took to carry your neighbor down.
I say as strong pressure—not the same pressure
—
for your tastes not being the same, your temptations
will take different forms. If you had been born of
similar parents and on Cherry Hill ; if you had been
one of a family of ten ; if you had been stunted in mind
and in body by the want of nourishment ; if you had
been given little or no education ; if you had helped to
get bread for the family almost from the time you
could remember ; your record in the police court would
not differ very greatly from that of those about you.
In nine cases out of ten you would be where you sent
that convict last year. Your pretty daughter would
be the associate of toughs. She might be pure—in
the sense in which the word is applied to women
but she would have a mind muddy and foul with the
murk and odors of a life fit only for swine. She would
marry a brute who honestly believes that so soon as
the words of a priest or a magistrate are said over
them, she belongs to him to abuse if he sees fit,
to impose upon, lie to, or to let down into the valley
of death for his pleasure whenever he sees fit, and quite
without regard to her opinions or desires in the mat-
ter. She would be an old and broken woman at thirty,
ugly, misshapen, and hopeless, with hungry-faced chil-
dren about her, whose next meal would be a piece of
bread, whose next word would be too foul to repeat,
whose next act would disgrace a wolf.
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In turn they would perpetuate their kind in much
the same fashion, and some of your grand- children
would be in the poor-house, some in prison, some in
houses of ill repute, and perchance some doing honest
work—sweeping the streets or making shirts for forty
cents a dozen for the patrons of a literature that goes
on promoting the theory that the chief duty of the
poor is to irresponsibly bring more children into the
world— to work for them as cheaply as possible. To
the end that they may restrict their own families to
smaller limits and—by means of cheaper labor caused
largely by over-population from below—clothe their
loved ones in purple and build untaxed temples of
worship, where poverty and crime is taught to believe
in that other fiction of fictions—the providence that
places us where we deserve to be and where a loving
God wishes us to be content.
Indeed, this supernatural finger in literature has
gone farther, perhaps, to place and keep fiction where
it is as a misleading picture of life and reality than has
any other influence. It has dominated talent and
either starved or broken the pen of genius. "Oh, if
I might be allowed to draw a man as he is !" exclaims
Thackera}', as he leaves the office of his publisher, with
downcast eyes and bowed head. He goes home and
"cuts out most of his facts," and returns the manu-
script which is acceptable now, because it is not true
to life !
Because it is now fiction based upon other fiction
and has eliminated from it the elements of probability
which might have been educative or stimulating or
prophetic. Now, Thackeray was not a man who would
have mistaken preachments for novels if he had been
left to his own judgment ; neither would he have
painted vice with a hand that made it attractive, but
he chafed under the dictum that he must not hold the
mirror up to the face of nature, but must adjust it
carefully so as to reflect a steel engraving of a water
color from a copy of the "old masters."
It might be well if silver dollars grew on trees and
if each person could step out and gather them at his
pleasure ; but since they do not, what good purpose
could it serve if fiction were to iterate and reiterate
that such was the case, until people believed that it
was their trees which were at fault and not their fic-
tion ?
It might be a good idea, too, if babies were born
with a knowledge of Latin and Mathematics, but to
convince young people that such is the case and that
they are pitiful exceptions to a general rule, is to place
them at a humiliating disadvantage at the outset.
It is one of the most firmly rooted of these fictions
of fiction, that such tales as I have mentioned above
are "good reading—safe, clean literature" for girls.
Nothing could be farther from the facts. Indeed, the
outcry about girls not being allowed to read this or
that, because it deals with some topic "unfit " for the
girls' ears, is another fiction of fiction which robs the
girl of her most important armor—the armor of truth
and the ability to adjust it to life.
A famous man once said in my presence—"The
theory that to keep a girl pure you must keep her ig-
norant of life—of real life—is based upon a belief de-
grading to her and false as to facts. Some people ap-
pear to believe that if they keep girls entirely ignorant
of all truth, they will necessarily become devotees of
truth, and if you could succeed in finding a girl who
was a perfect idiot, you would find one who was also a
perfect angel."
"We are a variegated lot at best and worst," said
a lady to me the other day, when discussing the char-
acter of a man who is in the public eye, "I know a
different side of his character. The side I know I
like. The side you know is so different." Butinfiction
he would be all one way. He would be a scamp and
know it, or he would be a saint—and know that too.
The fact is he is neither and we are a variegated
set at best and worst. Why not out with it in fiction
and be armed and equipped for character and life as
it is?
There is a school of critics who will say this is not
the province of fiction. Fiction is to entertain, not to
instruct. With this I do not agree—only in part. But
accepting the standard for the moment, I am sure that
a picture of life as it is, is far more entertaining than
is that shadowy and vague photograph of ghosts taken
by moonlight, which " safe stories for the young " gen-
erally present.
But to enumerate the fictions of fiction would be
to undertake an arduous task—to comment upon them
all would be impossible.
How much remorse— how many heartbreaks—have
been caused by the one of these which may be indi-
cated briefly in a sentence thus—"Stolen pleasures
are always the sweetest."
"She sullied his honor," " He avenged his sullied
honor," and all the brood of ideas that follows in this
line have built up theories and caused more useless
bloodshed and sorrow than most others. No wife can
stain the honor of her husband. He only can do that,
and it is interesting to note the fact that he who struts
through fiction with a broken heart and a drawn
sword "avenging" said honor, seldom had an}' to
avenge, having quite effectively divested himself of it
before his wife had the chance.
"She begged him to make an honest woman of
her." What fiction of fiction (and, alas of law
—
) could
be more degrading to womanhood—and hence to hu-
manity—than the idea here presented? The whole
chain of ideas linked here are vicious and vicious only.
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Why sustain the fiction that a woman can be elevated
by making her the permanent victim of one who has
alread}- abused her confidence, and now holds himself
because of his own perfidy—as in a position to confer
honor upon his victim ? He who is not possessed of
honor cannot confer it upon another. "The purity of
family life" is another fiction of fiction which never
did and never can e.xist, where based upon a double
standard of morals. That there ever was or ever will
be a " union of souls" in a family where a double
standard holds swa}', or that women are truthful or
frank with men upon whom they are dependent, are
fictions ; it were time to face and controvert with facts.
Dependence and frankness never co-existed in this
world in an adult brain—whether it were the depend-
ence of the serf or of the wife or daughter, the result
is ever the same. The elements of character which
tend to self respect and hence to open and truthful
natures, are not possible in a dependent—or in a so-
cial or political inferior. Do the peasants tell the lord
exactly what they think of him, or do they tell him
what they know he wishes them to think ?
Did the black men, while yet slaves, give their own
unbiassed opinion of the institution of slavery to the
master? Not with any degree of frequenc}-. The ap-
plication is obvious.
Another of the fictions of fiction upon which the
vicious build, and which has disarmed thousands be-
fore the battle, is the insistency with which the idea
is presented that a man (or woman") who is honestl}'
and truly and conscientiously religious, is therefore
necessarily moral or honorable ; that he is a hypo-
crite in his religion if he is a knave in his life. Obser-
vation and histor}' and logic are all against the theory.
Some of the most exaltedly religious men have been
the most wholly immoral. It was honest religion that
burned Servetus and Bruno. It was not hypocrites
who hunted witches. It is not hypocrisy that draws
its skirts aside from a "fallen" sister, and immorally
marries her companion in illicit love to purity and in-
nocence. Do you know any father (or many mothers)
in this world who would refuse to allow a son, whom
they knew to be of bad character, to marry a girl who
was as pure and spotless and suspicionless as a flower ?
"She will reform him," they say. "It will be good
for him to marry such a girl." And how will it be for
her ? Does the religious man or woman not take this
view of morals? Have right and wrong sex? Is honor
and truthfulness toward others limited in application?
Have you a right to deceive certain people for the
pleasure or benefit of other people? If so where is
the boundary line ? Would the girl marry you or your
son if she knew the exact truth—if she were to see
with her own and not with your eyes
—
all of your life ?
Would you be willing to take her with you or for her
to go unknown to you through all the experiences of
your past and present ? No ! Would you be willing
to marry her if she had f.xac/ly your record ? No !
You truly believe then that she is worthy of less than
you are ? Honor does not demand as much of you for
her as it does of her for you ? You would think she
had a right
—
you would not resent it if her life had
been c.vi? <://) what yours was and is, and if she had de-
ceived you ? Is that which is coarse or low for women
not so for men? Why is it that men will not sub-
mit to, coming from women, that which they impose
upon women whom they "adore" and "truly re-
spect ?"
Would women accept this sort of respect and ado-
ration if they were not dependents? Does literature
throw a true or a fictitious light on such questions as
these?
To whose advantage is it to sustain such fictitious
standard of morals, of justice, of love, of right, of man-
liness, of honor, of womanly dignity and worth? To
whose advantage is it to teach by all the arts of fiction,
that contentment with one's lot—whatever the lot ma)'
be— is a virtue ? Yet it is one of the fictions of fiction
that the contented man or woman is the admirable
person. All progress proves the contrar}'. To whose
advantage is it to insist that virtue is always rewarded
—vice punished ? We know it is not true. Is it not
bad enough to have been virtuous and still have failed,
without having also the stigma which this failure im-
plies under such a code ? We all know that vicious
success is common—that often they are partners for
life and that in death they are not divided, that the
wicked flourish like a green bay-tree—why blink it?
Why add suspicion to failure and misfortune, and gloss
success with the added glor}- that it is necessarily the.
result of virtue ? To those who know how false the
theory is, it is a bad lesson—to those who do not know
it, it is a disarmament against imposition.
Some of the fictions of fiction have their droll side
in their native contradictions of each other. These ex-
amples occur to me :
Women are timid and secretive. They can't keep
a secret. The)' are the custodians of virtue. They
are the " frailer " sex. " Frailty thy name is woman."
"With the passionate purity of woman."
"Abstract justice is an attribute of the masculine
mind."
" Man's inhumanity to man makes countless thou-
sands mourn." No class was ever able to be just to
—
to do justly by another class—hence the need of popu-
lar representation."
"Women are harder upon women than men are."
" He disgraced his honored name by actually mar-
rying his paramour."
" We are happy if we are good."
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" He was one of the best and therefore one of the
saddest of men."
But why multiply examples. Many—and different
ones—will occur to every thinking mind, while illus-
trations of the particular fictions of fiction, which have
gone farthest to cripple you or your neighbor, will
present themselves without more suggestions.
CORRESPONDENCE.
THE AFRICAN IN AMERICA.
To the Editor of The Open Court :—
The letter of Prof. Cope in reply to my criticism o£ his views
on this subject, calls for a rejoinder from me which I will give as
briefly as possible.
As to the first point, 1 cannot admit that the superstitions of
the negrO' s are more irrational and debasing than those of the
white race. Of course, I do not intend to say that any portion of
the present inhabitants of Europe are as debased as soi/ie negroes.
What I maintain is that the superstitions of both races have had
a common origin, and that if the white race is less affected by
them than the dark race, it is because the latter has been sub-
jected continuously for many ages to influences which have pre-
vented it from rising out of them. Some months ago I heard a
dlfcussion on the superstitions of the negroes in the Southern
States, and there was nothing said but what could be paralleled
in the witchcraft of Europe. I was strongly reminded by the de-
scription given of a long cord with pieces of string or stuff fas-
tened to it, used for purposes of witchcraft, of a so-called witch'
s
ladder exhibited by Dr. E. B. Tylor, a few years ago, before the
British Association for the Advancement of Science. I am glad
to hear that the great majority of Americans think universal suf-
frage a mistake. When a test of fitness for the franchise is re-
quired then the illiterate of both races will be excluded. Prof.
Cope would seem, however, from his reference to " material pro-
gress," to desire s, properly test. Whether there is any chance of
such a restriction being placed on the right to the franchise he is
better able to judge than I am.
Secondly ; as to the probable development of the negro in this
country as compared with his progress in Africa. It is true that
a great variety of climate is to be found on the African continent,
and its southern extremity may, as compared with other regions,
be called temperate. Nevertheless, although the fact that the
negro or negroid race of Africa almost universally shows the in-
fluence of climate, this is not the most important condition on
which the want of improvement of that race has depended. Prof.
Cope states that Southern Africa has not produced a civilized
people, and that these temperate regions are the home of the low-
est races of man, the Bosjesman and the Hottentot. The de-
graded character of these peoples I admit, but in my opinion they
are the victims of circumstances, and really belong to the same
stock as much more civilized peoples in Northern Africa. They
have been crushed by the intruding Bantu race, which comprises
all the other African peoples south of the equator. An admirable
account of the manners, customs and superstitions of these South
African tribes, by the Rev. J. Macdonald, appeared in the Journal
of the Aniliropologiial Institute of Great Britain for last February.
Mr. Macdonald explains why progress is impossible among such a
race. He says, " their greatest dread is to offend their ances-
tors, and the only way to avoid this is to do everything according
to traditional custom And when to this we add that any
man who is mentally ahead of his fellows speedily earns the repu-
tation of a wizard, for whom there is neither pity nor compassion,
and whose end is generally a violent death, we can understand
how matters have continued unchanged for thousands of years."
And yet the South African Bantus are not deficient in intelligence.
They have an admirable judicial system, which has been in opera-
tion from time immemorial, with a well regulated tribal govern-
ment. They have all the intellectual qualities which are neces-
sary for civilization, but traditional custom and fear of witchcraft
have kept them from advancing. My argument is that, apart from
these unfavorable conditions, there is nothing in the physical
structure of the African—a term which must not be restricted to
peoples of a low negroid type — to prevent him becoming civilized.
Those conditions can be removed, however, only by a powerful
external agency, and it is perhaps the greatest of all the misfor-
tunes of the African peoples, that they have remained for thou-
sands of years without being brought into contact with a superior
race, except in the relation of slaves. An exception must be made
of those who have been converted by Mohammedan missionaries.
Mohammedanism is a great civilizing agent, if only because it re-
quires its converts to be sufficiently educated to be able to read the
Koran in Arabic. In like manner, the transportation of the ne-
groes to this country would have been a source of great benefit to
them if they had received at first a similar education, as Christians.
It is to the long persistence of unfavorable conditions, not climatic
merely but of all that constitute the " environment," we must also
ascribe the hopelessly degraded state of the Australian aborigines.
My view as to structural characteristics is that we have no right
to infer from them alone, that a people, negro or otherwise, is in-
capable of intellectual culture. This applies even to the natives
of Australia, who have never been tested with this end in view on
scientific principles. Whether we are justified in affirming that
the negro is inferior in character " to the neolithic and most of the
paleolithic extinct races of prehistoric Europe," I much question
;
in any case, we ought to judge of his capabilities by what he has
done, under conditions different from those to which he had been
subjected for so vast a period in his African home. Too little at-
tention is paid, so far as I can judge, to the actual progress made
by the negro in this country since his emancipation. At the
"Negro Conference" held not long ago, however, at Lake Mo-
honk, it was stated in the resolutions adopted, that "carefully
gathered statistics bear witness to the value and the reliability of
negro labor, skilled and unskilled. No other race ever made such
industrial progress in twenty-five years A most encouraging
number of negroes, as a race entirely landless twenty-five years
ago, are now landowners There is a steady material and
mental improvement in the race, and the growing tendency to
self-help on their part gives hope and uplift to all the work done
for them and with them." This result is ascribed to the influence
of education, and it is to the continuance and the further develop-
ment of this agency we must look for the improvement in the
race. What has already been done appears to me very encour-
aging, and justifies the belief that in the course of a few genera-
tions the mass of the negro population will be well fitted to exer-
cise the political franchise, at least as well fitted as a large pro-
portion of the white population, and the same rule should be ap-
plied to both races.
The question of morality is too wide to be discussed inciden-
tally, but certainly I do not accept the opinion, that the Negro, as
known here, is entirely wanting in morality, or that the ' 'virtue " of
their women always characterized races which have attained to a
state of civilization. That the African has less power of self-
control than the American Indian is true, but that is just the ele-
ment which a proper system of moral education will provide.
Thirdly ; as to hybridization, my remarks applied exclusively
to admixture of the White and Negro races. In Mexico and Cen-
tral and South America Europeans have mingled with the Ameri-
can peoples, but it by no means follows that they will do so in the
United States with Africans. There has been, indeed, little inter-
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mixture even with the native population. It is true that in the
West Indies there has been a mingling of European and Negro
blood. To what extent this has been carried I do not know, but
probably not nearly so far as is generally supposed. Moreover,
English anthropologists, properly or not, are of opinion that the
dark European peoples take more kindly to the negro than do the
lighter Europeans. This, if true, is another reason why the fear of
hybridization in this country may be dismissed. The fact that
colored women are more plentiful than white women in the streets
of certain cities after dark, has no practical bearing on the ques-
tion. Prostitutes are not usually very particular, nor do they
generally bear children. Moreover, what is done in the dark will
not be done in the light. In my opinion, circumstances, apart
from any race prejudice, will prevent any great intermingling in
that manner between the Negro and white races in this country,
therefore I do not attach any importance to the question of the
deterioration of the latter. But what would be the actual effect
of such intermingling, cannot be known until white 7vomeii are
induced to take colored husbands, as well as white men colored
wives. I doubt whether the experiment will ever be tried on a
large scale, but if it were, and its results were found to be un-
desirable it could be forbidden by law, as it is already in some
states of the Union.
Fourthly ; as to the Negro vote, which appears to me to be
the only point of great importance. Prof. Cope says the ignorant
vote is everywhere " not definitely assignable to any particular
party, except in a large degree to that party which chooses to
adopt the most unworthy methods." This is true all the world
over, and it ought to be provided against by the State. At one time
bribery and intimidation were extremely prevalent at elections in
England, but they are now almost unknown, owing to the careful
use of the ballot system. As to the appeal to the Negro's super-
stitions, the only remedy is education, and if all the energy ex-
pended over the discussion of the race problem were devoted to-
wards that end, there would be little fear of the result of the
Negro vote, even if it did hold the balance of power in some States.
There are sure to be evils of various kinds until the effects of the
great evil of slavery have disappeared, but they will disappear all
the quicker if the colored people are left to work out their own
destiny, under the influence of the educational advantages which
it is the duty of their white fellow-countrymen to provide for them.
This is especially applicable to the South, where, if the race ques-
tion were allowed to subside, matters would right themselves in
time, as the Hon. Wm. C. P. Breckinridge states they have done
in the city of Lexington, and the Negro would vote the same
ticket as his white neighbour. So long, however, as the race pre-
judice continues—a prejudice due to the old Aryan pride of color,
and which is probably much stronger in the North than in the South
—there will always be the disposition to find reasons for treating
the Negro as inferior to the white race This is not to say that
many men who hold this opinion have not arrived at it dispassion-
ately, and Prof. Cope is quite justified in asserting that his views
are based on a cool consideration of the question. It is full of
difficulties, but, as an outsider, I think they should be dealt with
at home where they have arisen, and not be got rid of by a forcible
ejectment of the unfortunate who was brought here against his
will, but having become acclimatized, now wishes to stay to enjoy
the advantages given him by his new-born freedom.
C. Staniland Wake.
Open Ciutrt of June 26th, i8go, contains an article by the anthr .-
pologist, C. Staniland Wake, in reply to one written by Prof, E,
D. Cope on the race question. Prof. Cope strikes the key note to
the whole subject when he states, the Negro is controlled by super-
stitions and is almost entirely lacking in morality. This statement
of Prof. Cope, is but another way of stating that the Negro brain
is only developed in its emotionary qualities : the iittelkcliial ele-
ments proper: reason, judgmen', and will power being almost—
wanting. If we look at the lowest classes of the white race, cer-
tainly in the temperate zone, we never find the emotional side of
his nature so completely controlling him as in the Negro, Prof.
Cope clearly shows the difference between the two races in this
particular. "In the Negro superstition is an organic quality oi
the Mind, while in the White man it comes from his surrounding
and can be entirely overcome in a generation by removing him to
a more intellectual atmosphere." Now let us, for a moment, look
at the other statement of Prof. Cope, it is that the Negro is entirely
wanting in morality. We will consider just one side of the sub-
ject, viz., the want of virtue of Negro women. Can any one point
me to a single race whose women have not been virtuous that has
gone beyond semi-barbarism. I certainly know of none. This is
in itself enough to show that the Negro cannot become even a
second rate American citizen, the lewdness of the Negro woman is
a blight that no government can remove from her race. We na-
turally ask is this difference of race between the Negro and the
White man altogether due to climatic influences as is suggested by
Mr. Wake. If savages were only found in cold or hot climates
we might be led to think so, but when we consider that the
American Indian has lived for hundreds of years in the finest
climate—and is still an emotional savage, we acknowledge this view
of the subject is wrong.
I believe as we better understand the action of the brain it
will be found that it is indeed true, as stated by Prof. Cope, that
the difference in race is an organic one of the brain, which cannot
be removed. Now when we add to this organic defect in the Negro
the effect of climate upon him we must, indeed, feel that it is a
hopeless task to make him a valuable citizen. For 5000 years the
Negro lived in a hot climate, and this alone is so powerful, says
Mr. Wake, that the original white man of Australia could not
stand it and sunk to a low savagery. When the Leper changes
his spots and the Negro his skin then may we hope that the Negro
mind will become intelligent. Only the highly wrought political
sensitiveness of a new republic could have, for a moment, placed
the Negro socially and politically equal to the White man.
Phillip S. Roy.
THE NEGRO QUESTION.
To the Editor of The Open Court :—
I look at the Negro question with unbiassed vision—we must
cast aside all political and sectional influences and test—the
Negro—with the same calmness and deliberation that the skilled
physician does his patient in order to diagnose his malady. The
OLD CHIVALRY.
To the Editor of The Open Court:—
At the occasion of the last meeting of the Knights of Pythias
at Milwaukee, Mr. M. M. Trumbull, under the head "Current
Topics," in The Open Court (July 24th, '90), has given us a paper
which contains many good things, but which grossly misrepresents
old chivalry.
Bossuet has said : "The human cloth is always short on some
side." An advance of civilization in one direction is too often a
loss in another. Our boasted modern industrial and mercantile
civilization has, unfortunately, lost too much of the old altruistic
chivalrous ideal. The worship of the latter high ideal has been
abandoned for that of cunning Mercury, the god of merchants and
robbers—for that of the golden calf and Mr. Trumbull must ignore
completely the history of old chivalry, or be very confident that
his readers ignore it, when he abuses the old Knights and refuses
to them the "sense," the "character," the " conscience," and
" respectability," he concedes to the modern "Knights." He is
pleased to say that the " American Knight earns his own living by
honest industry, as the old Knight never did."
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This is completely erroneous. The American Knight works
much less and is much better paid than the old Knight, who was
not paid at all. The American aristocracy is a monied aristocracy,
an aristocracy of middle men, of speculators, who stand between
the producer and the consumer, between the soil and the bonafide
purchaser and seller, to fleece them of nearly all the benefit of
their honest work. The real "industry," or work, is done only
by the working classes, not by traders and speculators.
The old Knight worked personally, by day and by night, amid
exposure, hunger, and every kind of discomfort and danger. He
worked for the good, not of himself, but of others, and with no
other pay than the satisfaction of his conscience. He kept himself
in constant and hard training, so that his constitution and mus-
cles, as well as his heart, could stand an amount of hardship that
very few of our best modern men could stand to-day.
In its true, original character, as evidenced by the history of
Knight Bayard and many others, chivalry is heroic altruism and
self-denial, it is bravery and generosity itself. Chivalry is the
grandest, the purest of all the human institutions that have ever
flourished on earth. The Knighthood of Europe has saved civili-
zation from ruin, from Turkish conquest and barbarism. It is
chivalry alone that has rendered possible our boasted modern civil-
ization.
Mr. Trumbull adds ; "To work for a living in the days of
chivalry was not a knightly thing to do. The man who did it was
a 'churl,' a 'viilein,' and 'no true Knight.' It is just tecause
they were not mercenary, worked for no compensation, not even
their " board," or " living," but only for the satisfaction of their
conscience—often in poverty and destitution—that the old Knights
were really chivalrous—true Knights—and thoroughly deserved
the adjective " respectable," in spite of Mr. Trumbull, who seems
to possess a very peculiar standard of respectability.
No, it is not knightly at all to act selfishly, as do our modern
basiness men. Adam Smith says; "Selfishness is and must be
the only spring of trade." Then, as selfishness is the very opposite
of chivalry, it is evidently essentially unknighily to trade, or to do
anything that is of a selfish nature, that has a selfish object in
view, however legal or honest it may be. Now as to the words
"churl" and "villein"; in old times they possessed no offen-
sive and insulting signification. Tilaniis, le pnysan, the peasant,
was merely the man of the/niM-, i. e., the countryman. There
was less distance then between the Knight and the peasant, than
there is now between well-to-do city merchants and poor farmers
or laborers. Nevertheless, the bourgeois or the peasant, who pur-
sued gain and wtalth who worked for their own personal bene-
fit, could not naturally be at the same time admitted to Knight-
hood, which is, as we have seen, a very different kind of " busi-
ness."
In this century, the knighting in Europe of bankers, as the
Rothschilds, for having grasped millions of the public wealth, and
even of an English brewer for having sold enough kegs of beer to
become a big millionaire, has been a public scandal and ridicule,
sacrilegiously done by royalty, in direct opposition and tradition
to the true character of chivalry.
As to the Knights of Pythias, it seems that when any demo-
cratic brothi rhood seeks, in the midst of our hard, selfish, and
greedy modern civilization, to revive a spark of the old chivalric
altruism and devotion, nothing is more natural and legitimate,
than that they should enroll themselves into a new " Knighthood "
and be called "Knights." Let them only harmonize their souls
and lives to these noble titles, and always remember that nobh-ssi:
oblige, that the higher the dignity the more monstrous and ridic-
ulous it becomes when it is undeserved.
An illusion, too common here, is to believe that other coun-
tries are more " aristocratic," in the bad sense of the word, than
ours is. Of course the American constitution is the best, the most
democratic and liberal. But, under that magnificent constitution,
what is to-day the real character of American civilization ? Is it
democratic ?
The only difference that I can see between us and Europe
is that, in Europe, there are several aristocracies, equilibrating
and correcting one another, while here there is only one aris-
tocracy, unbalanced, uncorrected, selfish, tyrannical, and all-
powerful—the moneyed aristocracy.
In Europe the old or "blue-blooded" aristocracy hts com-
pletely (except in a few countries) lost the very last remnant of
their old privileges. Now, in the midst of general and perfect
equality, they are satisfied to remain the model of social refine-
ment and high-toned simplicity. The aristocracy of finance has
never been able to win in Europe that popular admiration given
to big purses here. The most influential aristocracy is the intel-
lectual aristocracy, that of litterateurs, savants, and artists. It is
they who move the word ; nwns agitat inollein : they lead ciziliza-
tion. The peers of anybody, even if born in the poorest-classes,
they are welcomed and lionized in these very salons where business
men, even the Rothschilds with all their millions, would not be ad-
mitted.
The great boast of honestly earning one's living, so often
heard from the men who neither work nor produce, but who live
and grow wealthy only by speculating on other people's work,
brings us naturally to inquire why the poor man who robs a train
is so despised and put in the penitentiary, when, at the same time,
the ' magnate " who steals the railroad is admired and considered
as "respectable." As for me I prefer the knight of the road to
the knight of the market.
Let us look at men and things impartially, honestly. Let us
remember that a democratic constitution and a great nation can
slip into the grasp of the worst of all the aristocracies ; and that,
on the other hand, in the midst of the darkest ages, there shone the
purest of human institutions— chivalry, which is synonymous with
bravery, generosity, and honor.
The old knightly honor and virtues wantonly denied by Mr.
Trumbull, have always been, however, in old and in modern
times, extolled by the greatest historians and poets.
F. De Gissac.
THE EVOLUTION OF A LIFE.
To the Editor of The Open Court :—
In your last issue your reviewer of my late work, " The Evo-
lution of a Life," makes a few slight mistakes that I should be
pleased to see corrected.
The father of the author of the work reviewed never came to
this country, as the reviewer says ; but he lived and died in Eng-
land. Again, it was not ten years, but about twelve years that I
worked as an Episcopalian minister.
I greatly prize such an appreciative review from 77;.' Open
Court. The reviewer, however, thinks that I have stated certain
matters with too much "detail." This is a criticism the reverse
of my old professor's, who, on my writing on the blackboard a
problem in the Calculus, used to say : "Mr. Bray, you jump too
many bridges ; I cannot follow you." The problem was worked
in my head faster than I could place it on the board ; the result
was that I was apt to write down conclusions or effects, without
stating the many minor parts of the problem. In writing the
book I wished to set forth every important cause that effected
changes in my faith,—to do this in simplicity and truth, and in
such a way that "the wayfaring man, though a fool, might not
err therein." To do this, sometimes requires a little "detail."
The book is not a life, nor is it largely biographical. It is no
more a biography than a picture-frame is the picture. It is a
statement of church dogmas, creeds, and clerical life, and a phi-
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losophical inquiry into their nature and character, the whole be-
ing told in the form of a story, every part of which is true, having
real and living examples or subjects.
Nor was it simply a college education that the author of that
work obtained. He has found such education to be hardly a
foundation for a true scholar. Rather did he continue his studies
until he had received six degrees, every one being the result of
examinations.
The changes in my life have been very costly and painful to
me ; but I could do no other. It is bad enough to be " damned"
by the church ; it is much worse to be "damned" by one's self.
There are men in the pulpits, many of whom I have known, and
know to-day, who have so little faith in the fires of hell they
preach, that they can complacently live careless not only of future
damnation, but even of the damnation of the present. This, try
as I would, I could not do. I was full of care, dnten wi/h nn.xiety.
"The Evolution of a Life" is a record of soul-activity, and
for such activity it gives the most conclusive reasons ; and what
is more than all, it is most truthfully written. As I said to my
bishop, " It is written in the blood of my heart."
Thanking The Open Court for its kind words, and asking its
indulgence for these few corrections,
I am respectfully,
Chicago, Aug. 7, 1890. Henry Truro Bray.
BOOK REVIEWS.
Cercle Chromatique. By Charles Henry. Presentant tous les
Complements et Toutes les Harmonies de Couleurs, avec une
Introduction sur la Theorie generale du Contraste, du Rythme
et de la Mesure. Paris : 1SS8. Ch. Verdin.
M. Charles Henry, the learned " Bibliothicaire a la Sorhciiiie"
and the author of numerous well-known works relating to math-
ematics, art, and aesthetics has recently startled the scientific
world by his ingenious inatheiiiatical theory of expression.
The theory of music refers consonances and dissonances,
which are facts of pleasure and of pain, to relations between num-
bers of vibraticns. Light, color, form, pressure, temperature,
according to quantity, are at stated periods also either pleasant or
painful, and all of them cause very different physiological modifi-
cations. For these different sensations do there not also exist
laws, that are analogous to those of auditive sensation ? And are
not all these laws particular instances of a more general law of
living mechanics ? But science thus far has not furnished to the
painter the same technical advantages as to the musician. The
artist is frequently in need of a complementary color, namely, the
colored light, that mixed with another produces the effect of
white. He is constantly called upon to solve problems of illumi-
nating power, of harmonies, of the mixture of colored lights and
pigments. The painter thus must be able to determine the normal
laws of complements and of mixtures. Yet, how is he expected to
determine these normal laws ? The idea is not altogether new,
but the prob'em is not directly approachable by way of experi-
ment. M. Charles Henry attempts to solve this difficult problem
by an indirect method, that will, it is claimed, transform con-
temporary science.
In bis " Chromatic Circle " he does not at all try to find out
what are those mysterious phenomena that are called sensations,
or what are those unknown phenomena that are termed the molecu-
lar world or molecular actions, but,—through generalizing the facts
that have been firmly established by contemporary psychology,
concerning the expression of every sensation and of every idea,
—
he wishes to study psychic facts in the motor reactions that cor-
respond to them. M. Charles Henry puts the aesthetic problem
in a new form. Since our sensations and ideas offer no basis of
calculation, he seeks to connect them with phenomena that are
susceptible of measureinenl. Through psychological observation
it is a thoroughly established fact, that no sensation or idea is pos-
sible without movement. If the movements of the organ are ob-
structed, the sensation corresponding to the cognizance of such
movements is likewise obstructed. The psychic functions are the
virtual movements of the living being. By giving a schematic
outline of the modes of action of our physical organism, the author
shows, that the living being is only able to describe cycles (circles
described in a single direction) of a definite radius, expressing its
diverse excitations by varying directions, virtual or real, of ils
force ; the sense of these directions, above or below, to the left or
to the right, mark the pleasant or disagreeable nature of these ex-
citations. Direction, accordingly, is the representative element,
that is common to all sensation. When the directions, more or
less, differ at the maximum or the minimum, successively or simul-
taneously, their function is that of contrast.
When they differ at certain angles, realizable continuous'y
by our physical organism, whose movements are ideally assimil-
able to those described by the compass, there is rythm.
When they belong to cycles whose radius is too large to be
described continuously, and when the number of unities of
measurement of these directions, considered as the denominator
of fractions of a cycle, are realizable continuously, there is
measure.
Having stated these general processes of reaction in the living
being, the author treats scientifically the problem of color, and
constructs his chromatic circle. He determines the three funda-
mental prismatic colors, and the four fundamental pigments ; he
lays down the principles of a rational polychromy, and finally
presents the different formulas, to which are subject the harmo-
nies of the prismatic colors, and of the pigments. But the author,
at the same time, finds it necessary, to prove the absolute gener-
ality of the principles of living dynamics, and, from visual sen-
sation, he therefore extends their application to auditive sensa-
tion ; the aesthetic problem thus becomes identified with the prob-
lem of the mechanism of those excitations that by physiologists
are called dynamogenic or inhibitory excitations. From these
points of view the author reduces our natural mechanism to a
scheme of symbolic mathematics, or reduces our natural mechan-
ism to a mathematical being, endowed with four appendices—one
superior and one inferior to the right, and one superior and one
inferior to the left—which by changes of direction on cycles ex-
press all variations of excitation, and of corresponding physiolog-
ical work. To the conditions of possibility or impossibility of
continuous movements of expression subjectively correspond sen-
sations of pleasure or of pain, and, objectively, increases or dimi-
nutions of the physiological work (muscular effort, pulsations, res-
piratory movements) discharges of electricity or of heat. By
direct deductions from a fundamental fact of organization, the
author thus has been able to determine the normal, hitherto
inaccessible to observation and to experiment, and to show the
correlation between three orders of phenomena : physical phe-
nomena, electricity, and heat ; mechanical phenomena, virtual mo-
tions of the living being, continuous and interrupted ; and sub-
jective phenomena, pleasure and pain.
But, for a detailed description of all these delicate theories,
and of the instruments, that represent their practical realization,
we must refer the reader to M. Charles Henry's own book, and to
an elaborate article on contrast, rythm and measure, published in
K\ie. Revue Philosophique,Oz\.ohex, 18S9. J"''''''.
NOTES.
A reply, by Gen. M. M. Trumbull, to the remarks upon
"Chivalry," published by Mr. F. de Gissac. in this number, will
appear in our next issue.
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